INTRODUCTION
The Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (RASA) program is a series of projects to evaluate major interconnected aquifers or groups of aquifers that share similar characteristics within a region. One of the RASA projects, the Northeastern Glacial RASA, was established to investigate the occurrence and quality of ground water in glacial deposits in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey ( fig. 1) . One of the objectives of the Northeastern Glacial RASA is to provide information for developing ground-water management plans.
Information on glacial-aquifer systems in the Northeastern United States is found in many printed and computerized bibliographies and indexes. Hence, an automated data base of bibliographic references to ground-water resources of glacialaquifer systems in the ten States listed above is necessary. to the Northeastern Glacial RASA study and availability of documents. RASA staff selected more than 700 references on ground water and surficial geology and created a data base on a minicomputer using a software package that allows interactive text searching. The following data fields were established: author, coauthor, date, title, place of publication, publisher, publication series or journal title and volume, geographic location of study, identification codes for types of information. This bibliography represents those references to ground-water publications that are contained in the computerized RASA data base. Note that the computerized data base will be maintained for the duration of the RASA project. Instructions for accessing the computerized RASA data base are given in the appendix.
The bibliography is arranged by State and alphabetically by principal author (individual or or-2 ganization): where more than one publication by the same author is listed, the references are in chronological order.
A "Regional Studies" section includes references to reports that discuss the ground water of broad regional or large, multistate areas. Reports containing ground-water information for parts of two or three States are referenced in the listings for each of those States.
To supplement the bibliographic data, each reference is assigned codes that identify principal types of information it contains. These codes, given at the end of each reference, are defined as:
D
Geologic and well data in tables C Water-chemistry data in tables L Water-leveldatain tables G Geologic description of aquifers
Hydrologic description of ground-water systems Mathematical model of ground-water systems Hydraulic properties of geologic materials Analysis of ground-water quality data Reconnaissance appraisal of aquifers, usually presented as maps Hydrologic budget of aquifers or aquifer systems Water-use data or summary of water use for a locality Description of surface-water resources
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